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A different kind of adult visual novel game.

Ever since I started this project in May 2017 I thought this game would be something more than the average “Adult visual novel”. I wanted to add a layer of simulation, I wanted the player’s choices to be really important, I wanted some drama and overall a whole different experience for the player.

I was well aware that this would’ve put the game on a niche market, as many products that primarily focus on the “Adult” experience get a wider audience and perhaps even more recognition, especially on Patreon.

Still, I began to write this videogame not because I wanted to become rich with pledges but because I surfed the net long and wide to find a videogame that suited my taste as a veteran gamer and found almost none (at least in the adult market).

So I began writing General Practitioner, learned to use Ren’Py and Daz3D and in a few days the first release was born. It included many images that were replaced in time, just one examination (Rita, with the very first Daz model I bought: Tamara). In this first six months the game has seen many changes and it grew very much.

If you’re reading this it means that you helped me to achieve this result and I hope you will keep having fun as update go live. General Practitioner is the videogame I always wanted to play, I hope it will become yours too!

Be safe and healthy,

Andrea Bruni – Bruni Multimedia
Chapter 2: Family Time

*The call*
When: May 8th
How: Automatic when starting the day
Unlockable achievements: none

You start this story arc with a telephone call by your sister/cousin (“relative” from now on). There’s nothing to do right here since it’s just a conversation informing you she’s about to arrive to visit with her daughter in three days.

*The arrival*
When: May 10th
How: Automatic when starting the day
Unlockable achievements: - Voyeur

Your relative and her daughter (your niece) arrive. You can either:
- Kiss your relative
  - Make a compliment
    - She will remember that
  - Mock her
    - She will remember that
- Hug your relative
  - She will remember that

After the initial greetings they ask to have a shower to freshen up after the trip. You can either:
- Ask your relative to wash her back
  - Increases trust +5
- Dismiss them
o She asks not to spy her
  ▪ Promise not to
  ▪ Do not promise not to
    • Increases relative trust +2

Either you promise not to spy or not you’ll be given the chance to actually do it. The choices will present as follows:

- Look through the keyhole
  o Get Achievement “Voyeur”
  o Lose Integrity -5
  o Stand up fast
    ▪ Nothing happens
  o Keep Looking
    ▪ She will remember that
- Hold on
  o Look through the keyhole
    ▪ Get Achievement “Voyeur”
    ▪ Lose Integrity -5
    ▪ Stand up fast
      • Nothing happens
    ▪ Keep Looking
      • She will remember that
  o Go Back to the sofa
- Go Back to the sofa

Spending time with your family
From now on you have the chance to spend some time with your family by choosing “Stay at Home” and “Family Time” from the daily chooser.
Each time you spend time with your family you gain +2 trust with your relative.
Other related-events are as follows and trigger only when you choose the activity on a specific day.

**Homework**

**When:** The first Afternoon after they arrive  
**How:** Choose “Family Time” in Afternoon after you completed previous event  
**Unlockable achievements:**  
- Cruel  
- Uncle

Your niece tells you she wants to become a singer.  
You can reply to her:  
- "A singer, uh? Are you good?"
  
  *She starts singing. After which you can either:*
  
  - Encourage her
    - Get Achievement “Uncle”
    - Increases relative trust +5  
  - Be cruel with her
    - Get Achievement “Cruel”  
    - Lose Integrity -5  
    - Lose relative trust -10
  
  - "Better keep studying [niece], you've got no possibilities to succeed!"
  
  *You have another chance of telling her you were joking. If you insist:*
  
  - Get Achievement “Cruel”
  - Lose Integrity -5  
  - Lose relative trust -10

*Else you have the same result of the other “good” choice*

**At the Gym**

**When:** The Afternoon after “Homework”  
**How:** Choose “Family Time” in Afternoon  
**Unlockable achievements:** none

After you arrive to the gym with your relative and talk about the old times when she played volleyball.  
If you compliment her “Yeah, pretty and good” you increase her trust +2.
When the challenge is in progress you can either:
- Go for the win
  - Lose relative trust -5
- Let her win
  - Increase relative trust +5
  After you make her win she could ask you (if you proposed and accepted a bet with her) to kiss the unknown guy. You can either:
  - Do it
    - He will remember that
    - Lose unknown guy trust -5
  - Not do it
    - Lose relative trust -10 (voiding the previous +5 increase for letting her win)

**At the Pool**
When: The first Morning after “At the Gym”
How: Choose “Family Time” in Morning after you completed previous event
Unlockable achievements: none

After some time after the event starts you’ll be talking with your relative about the past and your behavior with her. You can either tell her:
- "I'm very sorry about those times. Can I apologize now or it's too late?":
  - Increase your relative trust +5
  - She will remember that
- "I don't regret anything about those times!":
  - Lose your relative trust -5
  - She will remember that

When she talks about her daughter, you can tell her:
- She's a very nice girl. You're doing a good job with her":
  - Increase your relative trust -5
- "She's not very smart, isn't she?"
  - Lose your relative trust -5

After that conversation, depending on your previous choices, the conversation could go as follows:

"Time goes by and it's soon sunset. [She] is lying near you and she looks like a bit sleepy."
You: "Is everything all right?"
- "I don't know. Sometimes it looks like you don't want us here..."
  - "That's not true! I'm happy to have you two around":
    - Lose your relative trust -3
  - "Yeah. I'm a bear, you know!":
    - Increases your relative trust +3

OR
- "Yeah, why do you ask?"
  - You look worried
    - Increases your relative trust +3
  - Nothing, just a thought
    - Lose your relative trust -3

The event finishes here if you played the “bad guy”. If you have high-enough trust you unlock a special choice though.
"You swim and play with your family. You’re bound enough to really enjoy the day."
"While you're having so much fun she back bumps on your arm."

Relative: "Sorry!"

- "*Try to pull down top*":
  - Lose Integrity -7
  - Lose relative trust -15
  - Unlock a sexy topless picture
- "*Don't do anything*":
  - Increase relative trust +5

**At the Clinic**

**When:** The first Afternoon after "At the Pool"
**How:** Choose “Family Time” in Afternoon after you completed previous event
**Unlockable achievements:** none

This event is made of conversations only, you won’t have actual choices over the game here.

**Saying Goodbye**

**When:** May 17th
**How:** Automatic when starting the day
**Unlockable achievements:** - Family Time

This event is made of conversations only, you won’t have actual choices over the game here.
Chapter 3: Trip to Seattle

The inspection
When: June 10th
How: Automatic when starting the day
Unlockable achievements: none

This event is made of conversations only, you won’t have actual choices over the game here, although conversations will be different depending on how good you’re doing with the examination part of the game. Please note that if you can’t choose if to accept Dr. Kirkman’s blackmail you’ll be given that change later in the game.

The Seattle Conference
When: June 12th
How: Automatic when starting the day
Unlockable achievements: none

The only choice of this part is to follow your relative path or Elisa’s. **The one you’ll choose will Increase her trust +5, the other will have you lose her trust -5.** This walkthrough then splits depending on whom you choose.
Elisa Path: dinner
When: Automatic during Trip to Seattle
How: Choose to dine with her at the conference
Unlockable achievements: none

Elisa is so lost in you that each conversation choice you have with her won’t influence her standing with you. Still, after the dinner you’ll be given the option to pay the bill or split it.

If you pay the bill, or at least half of it you’ll progress this story arc.
If you have her pay the bill the date will end abruptly, giving you no other choice than to return to the hotel (see Elisa Path: returning to the hotel for the follow up).

Elisa Path: taking her home
When: Automatic during Trip to Seattle
How: Choose to pay the bill after dining with Elisa
Unlockable achievements: - Rocco

After the conversation you are prompted to a choice:
If you decline her invitation to follow her to her room you’re given no other choice than to return to the hotel (see Elisa Path: returning to the hotel for the follow up) and you lose Elisa trust -50 (yep, she doesn’t take it well!)

If you Follow her to her room you’ll unlock a sex scene with Elisa.
After the sex scene you can choose if you want to let her become your girlfriend:
- "You’re right, maybe it's for the best...":
  o Elisa won’t become your girlfriend
  o Lose Elisa trust -20
- "I won't lose you again, Elisa!":
  o Elisa becomes your girlfriend
**Elisa Path: returning to the hotel**

**When:** Automatic during Trip to Seattle

**How:** Automatic after dining with Elisa

**Unlockable achievements:**
- "I’m a doctor, not a photographer"

- "Take a picture for Dr. Kirkman”:
  - Dr Kirkman will remember this
  - Get Achievement “I’m a doctor, not a photographer!”

- "Try to pull up the nightgown”:
  - Lose Integrity -3
  - Unlock a sexy scene
  - "Take a picture for Dr. Kirkman”:
    - Dr Kirkman will remember this
    - Get Achievement “I’m a doctor, not a photographer!”

- "Leave her alone and sleep”:
  - Nothing happens

- "Try to pull her panties down”:
  - Lose Integrity – 6
  - Unlock a sexy scene
  - "Take a picture for Dr. Kirkman”:
    - Dr Kirkman will remember this
    - Get Achievement “I’m a doctor, not a photographer!”

- "Leave her alone and sleep”:
  - Nothing happens

- "Go to sleep beside her”:
  - Nothing happens
**Relative Path: the dinner**

**When:** Automatic during Trip to Seattle  
**How:** Choose to dine with her at the conference  
**Unlockable achievements:** none

When having dinner with your relative you can tell her: “Charming company” whenever the conversation choice is given to **Increase her trust +3**.

After that you’ll get to choose what to drink:
- Red Wine, Chianti Classico  
  - **Increase her trust +3**  
- Water  
  - **Lose her trust -2**

If you **pay the bill** you’ll **increase her trust +2**  
If you **split up the bill** you’ll **increase her trust +1**  
If you **have her pay the bill** you will **lose her trust -3**

These options will have you go back to the hotel regardless.

**Relative Path: Back to the Hotel**

**When:** Automatic during Trip to Seattle  
**How:** Automatic after dining with your relative  
**Unlockable achievements:** none

When you go back to the hotel you’ll start some conversations with your relative. The first choice you’re going to make is about the **air conditioner**, even if you don’t get real clues about its importance. If you want to unlock some extra sexy scenes with her you’ll have to **raise temperature by much**. The other two choices won’t unlock anything more than the “basic” scenes.
After she comes into the room, when your half asleep, you can cut out short the conversation by saying “This was a very long day”.

Choosing “You took ages to come, what happened?” opens up new lines as it follows:
- “But you got niece!”:
  -  "He should treat you better, you're too much for him!”:  
    - Engages in more conversation  
  -  “Shall we watch some tv?”:  
    - Skips the rest of the conversation
- "Oh, I'm very sorry to hear that...”:
  - Unlocks kissing scene choice
  - Kiss her back:  
    - She will remember that  
    - Increase her trust +5
  - Try to kiss her lips:  
    - She will remember that  
    - Unlocks a kissing scene  
    - Lose her trust -10 (it's too early for that)

If you choose “He should treat you better, you're too much for him!”:
- "I will tickle you too!":
  - Increase her trust +2
  - "*tickle her feet*":  
    - Unlocks new tickle image  
    - Wrong choice if you want to keep playing  
  - "*tickle her belly*":  
    - Unlocks new tickle image  
    - Unlocks tickle scenes  
    - Increase her trust +3
  - "*tickle her thighs*":  
    - Unlocks new tickle image  
    - Wrong choice if you want to keep playing
- "I will strip you naked!":
  - She stops the “game” and the conversation

If you tickle her belly:
- "...kiss me!":
  - "Dead serious!":  
    - Lose her trust -10  
    - Unlocks a kissing scene
  - "Ok, a kiss on the cheek will do!":  
    - Increase her trust +3
- "...you'll sleep in your underwear!":
  - Unlocks new choices when you go to bed
- "...you'll give me 50 bucks!":
  - Lose her trust -7
  - Increase money +50
- "...you'll show me your tits!":
  - She won't, but you may either lose -5 trust (“All right, your tits will be sufficient”) or -10 trust (“Dead serious”).
Relative Path: Going to Sleep
When: Automatic during Trip to Seattle
How: Automatic after dining with your relative
Unlockable achievements: - Voyeur

- "Spy on her“:
  o Unlocks sexy scenes of her naked
  o Get Achievement “Voyeur”
- “Keep your word“:
  o Increase Integrity +10

Trip to Seattle: Ending
When: Automatic during Trip to Seattle
How: Automatic after dining with your relative or Elisa
Unlockable achievements: - Workaholic

Before you return home you receive a call from Dr. Richards of the SGH Hospital. Conversation will have you go there and meet his secretary: Miss Roland.
If you want to unlock later content with her choose: “If you happen to be around St. Mary’s Clinic...”

Then Dr. Richards will ask you if you wish to work for him at the hospital and you follow the conversation until Trip to Seattle story arc ends.
Chapter 4: Clinical Methods

The interview
When: June 15th
How: Automatic when starting the day
Unlockable achievements: none

This chapter is rather simple, since you only have to choose who you’ll hire at the clinic to work for you. You will be introduced to Dr. Borelli, Dr. Poulsen or Dr. Kaplan and you’ll ask them questions about them. There are no good or bad questions here, it’s up to you if you wish to know them more or less.

The choice of the staff member will have effects in the game though:

Dr. Maximilian Poulsen
Salary: 2450 $ per week
Money Gain: 200$/workday, plus random chance to earn additional 100 $ per derm. patient
Unlocks a new story chapter later in the game
Potential Gay Romance Option

Dr. Eva Kaplan
Salary: 1400 $ per week
Money Gain: 180$/day
Unlocks a new story chapter later in the game

Dr. Benedetta Borelli
Salary: 1650 $ per week
Money Gain: 120$/day, plus random chance to earn additional 100$ per psychiatric patient
Unlocks a new story chapter later in the game
Potential Romance Option
Chapter 5: Ice Dream

_Icedream: Ice Cream Shop_

**When:** The first day after you examine Rita AND you visited the icecream shop

**How:** Automatic when starting the day, cannot happen before May 6th

**Unlockable achievements:** none

This chapter revolves around your romance opportunities with Rita. Her trust level is very important here since it will give you an easy/hard time to actually convince her to leave her boyfriend and stay with you.

When you first meet her at the icecream shops she works in you’ll get your first conversation choices soon enough:

- "No problem with that, I know my way around Italian."
  - She will remember that
  - "Whipped cream and cherry are free."
    - That’s the only right one and **gives you +2 trust** with her. Other choices will have you **lose -2 trust**.
- "That will help, I don’t speak Italian."
  - **Increase Rita trust +1**
- "I thought you had a boyfriend." (available only if you already know she has one from previous conversations):
  - **Increase Rita trust +2**

"You won’t believe how many people try to impress me with their language skills and then fail."

- "I can understand them. A girl like you surely catches some attention."
  - **Increase Rita trust +1**
- "People are idiots sometimes."
  - If you told her you can speak Italian and failed her test: **Increase Rita trust -1**
  - Otherwise: **Lose Rita trust +1**
"Are you waiting for someone?"
- "*lie* I'm waiting for a girl, actually, but it looks like she's late."
  o Lose Rita trust -1
- "No, I'm all alone."
  o Nothing happens
- "I was waiting for you in fact. Care to join me?"
  o Increase Rita trust +1

"It's a bit difficult, with my boyfriend and all..."
(this conversation only happens if your trust level with her is halfway between good and bad.
- "I'm not jealous."
  o Increase Rita trust +1
- "Is he jealous?"
  o Nothing happens
- "I was joking, forgive me."
  o Lose Rita trust -2
- "I have a girlfriend too, that still allows me to have friends..." (only if you have a girlfriend)
  o Lose Rita Trust -4

Then the conversation continues with different statements depending on your choices at her medical exam.

Icedream: Ordering food
When: At the icecream shop
How: Follow through conversations with Rita
Unlockable achievements: none

The perks of choosing certain food over another are explained in the game itself. The difference is made by how much tip you decide to give to Rita.

- "Tip nothing"
  o Lose Rita Trust -1
- "Tip 1$"
  o Nothing happens
- "Tip 5$"
  o Increase Rita Trust +1
- "Tip 10$"
  o Increase Rita Trust +2
- "Tip 50$"
  o Lose Rita Trust -3
Icedream: getting Rita’s phone number
When: At the icecream shop
How: Each time you go there and haven’t dated Rita already
Unlockable achievements: none

Next the game will have you choose between leaving Miranda’s and asking Rita out. The game also tells you how she feels having you around. You can only ask her out successfully when the game says:

"Rita seems to really like you and is happy to have you around."

You can raise her trust level by tipping her money as shown in the above section.

Asking her out successfully means you get her phone number which will unlock new choices.

Icedream: asking Rita out
When: Whenever you’re in the “Daily Chooser” interface
How: Get Rita’s phone number by flirting with her at Miranda’s after achieving an high trust level
Unlockable achievements: none

After you have Rita’s phone number you can call or text her to ask her out. **You need at least 25 charm points for her to be interested in you at all.**

After you successfully contact her there’s always a 33% chance of her being already busy with her boyfriend Luke, regardless of your previous actions. If she says she’s busy you need to wait until the next day to try again to date her.

You can bring her to:
- Pool
- Cinema
- Ray’s Bar
- Have her decide (if you haven’t unlocked any of the places above this will be your only choice).

Always grants -1 trust with Rita and she always chooses the cinema.
In each date:
- You pay for her:
  o Increase Rita Trust +1
- You have her pay:
  o Lose Rita Trust -2

In each date you’ll get to know one random Rita’s trait (see below). After the 10th date a dialogue will prompt and the game will ask you if you want to pursue or abandon the romance with Rita. After the 20th date you’ll also unlock a scene where she invites you to dinner at her place with her boyfriend.

**Icedream: Ray’s Bar Date**
In this date you need to have at least 16$ on your account or else you will Lose Rita Trust -2 each time.

You then order a drink:
- "Two beers."
  o Lose Rita Trust -1
- "Martini Dry, on the rocks."
  o Lose Rita Trust -1
- "Cuba Libre."
  o Increase Rita Trust +1
- "Sex on the beach."
  o Increase Rita Trust +1
**Icedream: Cinema Date**

In this date you need to have at least 12$ on your account or else you will **Lose Rita Trust -2** each time. Still, if you have less than 24$ you will automatically **Lose Rita Trust -1**

**Pay the tickets:**
- "Pay both tickets ($24)"
  - **Increase Rita Trust +1**
- "Pay for yourself ($12)"
  - **Lose Rita Trust -1**
- "Make Rita pay with an excuse"
  - **Lose Rita Trust -2**

**Choose a movie:**
- "An horror movie!"
  - **Lose Rita Trust -1**
  - If she already told you she dislikes horror movies you **Lose Rita Trust -2** (total -3)
- "A cartoon!"
  - **Increase Rita Trust +1**
  - If she already told you she likes cartoon movies you **Increase Rita Trust +2** (total +3)
- All other choices
  - **Nothing happens, the date scene happens regardless**

If you choose the same movie more than two times in a row she will tell you she’s bored and you **Lose Rita Trust -2**

**Icedream: Pool Date**

If you already paid your pool ticket while visiting the pool this date will cost you 8$, else it will cost you 16$. If you haven’t enough money you will **Lose Rita Trust -2** each time.

**Pay the tickets:**
- "Pay both tickets ($8 or $16"
  - **Increase Rita Trust +1**
- "Make Rita pay with an excuse"
  - **Lose Rita Trust -2**
You arrive at Rita and Luke's house. You are introduced to her boyfriend who's unaware of her dating you.

"Do you like dogs?"
- "I love dogs!":
  o Increase Rita Trust +1
- "Not very much...":
  o Lose Rita Trust -2

"Yes, yes of course! Goodbye Doctor!"
"Doctor?"
- "Goodbye Miss Maxwell!":
  o Lose Rita Trust -1
- "Goodbye Rita!":
  o Increase Rita Trust +1

"He's still looking to his girlfriend's sad face."
"Yeah?"
- "I'd like to buy a dog from you, if it's possible! (300$)" if you have enough money
  o Unlocks special events later in the game
  o You can choose between a Beagle, a Labrador and a Great Dane
  o You can name your dog and choose its gender!
  o Increase Rita Trust +5 (yeah, she really likes that)
- "Your girlfriend and I...":
  o She will remember that
  o You will cut off any relationship with Rita
  o Rita Trust automatically reduced to 1
- "Hmm, nothing.":
  o Lose Rita Trust -1
Icedream: Rita’s visit

When: Automatic after dinner if you haven’t betrayed Rita’s trust by revealing everything to Luke

Unlockable achievements: none

"You open up the door and you find Rita waiting at the door. She’s crying."

- "Rita? What happened?"
  - Increase Rita Trust +1
- "What do you want?"
  - Lose Rita Trust -1

If you have high enough trust with her (>16) you’ll get access to the final test to win her heart. If you don’t, she will leave forever and you won’t see her again in the game, not even at the icecream shop.

The “test” is made to see if you know her well enough and show her you care about her, thus convincing her to leave Luke for good.

The game will ask you 10 random questions about things she told you when dating her.

Give 5 wrong answers: you’ll cut off from Rita for good
Give 5 right answers: - unlock sex scenes with Rita (Story mode only)
  - unlock Rita’s romance chapters

While I can’t write down all the questions here’s a recap of Rita’s traits (remember you can only discover 20 of these in each playthrough since they’re randomly generated).

Rita:
1 = "likes dogs very much."
2 = "is shy around people she doesn't know well."
3 = "has an older sister named Jenny."
4 = "would want her daughter's name to be Connie."
5 = "s boyfriend's name is Luke."
6 = "s boyfriend's is a dog breeder."
7 = "s boyfriend is 15 years older than her."
8 = "s best friend name is Anne."
9 = "likes vanilla ice cream."
10 = "dislikes chocolate."
11 = "likes to dance with other people."
12 = "dislikes drinking too much."
13 = "loves horseriding."
14 = "speaks Italian fluently."
15 = "s grandmother was Italian."
16 = "s Republican."
17 = "is not a jealous type."
18 = "would like to change her height if she could."
19 = "loves turtles."
20 = "dislikes cats."
21 = "prefers texting than calling someone over the phone."
22 = "loves dramatic movies."
23 = "doesn't like science fiction."
24 = "misses her school days."
25 = "s boyfriend is her first man."
26 = "s boyfriend and her have been together for 5 years now."
27 = "wants to have two babies."
28 = "is scared of spiders."
29 = "loves country life."
30 = "loves country music."
31 = "dislikes reggae music."
32 = "would die her hair blonde when she gets gray."
33 = "doesn't like to celebrate her birthday."
34 = "is straight with no lesbian tendencies."
35 = "likes cuddling before making love."
36 = "hates cigarettes."
37 = "is not vegetarian."
38 = "'s favourite actor is Bill Murray."
39 = "likes to sing."
40 = "doesn't like when people shout."
41 = "doesn't like people showing off their wealth."
42 = "wants to buy an horse."
43 = "lost her virginity when she was 21."
44 = "hates to be called 'princess'."
45 = "loves anime."
46 = "dislikes horror movies."
47 = "loves cartoons."
48 = "usually eats an healthy breakfast."
49 = "hates who doesn't brush their teeth."
50 = "isn't much into religion."
Joy Festival: Invitation

When: June 25th
How: Automatic when starting a new day

When going to work on June 25th you’ll find Erika nailing some poster at the wall. You can either have a look at her or greet her, the only difference is a closer look at her body.

She will then ask you about the poster:

“What do you think about it?”

- “The woman will get a cold without clothes on.”
  - Lose Erika Trust -3
- “It’s really impressive. I’m not into art very much but this is really nice.”
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
- “Friendship? Those are two lovers!”
  - Lose Erika Trust -2
  - “Never ever?”
  - Increase Erika Trust +5
  - “Never ever!”
- “I mean, when you entered the room, didn’t you stare at my ass?”
  - “Nurse Lawley! That’s very unprofessional of yours!”
    - Lose Erika Trust -2
  - “I don’t like where this is going…”
    - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - “Of course not!”
    - Lose Erika Trust -2
  - “Well…”
    - Increase Erika Trust +4
- “They are really close. I’d like to be close to someone as they are!”
  - Increase Erika Trust +3
"You could come with me! Me and my friends are going like every year! You could know more people!"

- "That's a nice idea! I'll be glad to join the festivities with you!":
  - **Increase Erika Trust +5**
  - You'll go to the festival with Erika
  - **Opportunity to unlock new characters (Vanessa and Aaron) and gay romance**

- "That's a nice idea! I should ask my sister/cousin and my niece to join us!":
  - **Lose Erika Trust -5**
  - You'll go to the festival with your relative

- "That's a nice idea! I should ask my girlfriend Rita to join us!" **only if Rita is your girlfriend**
  - **Lose Erika Trust -10**
  - You'll go to the festival with Rita

- "That's a nice idea! I should ask my girlfriend Elisa to join us!" **only if Elisa is your girlfriend**
  - **Lose Erika Trust -10**
  - You'll go to the festival with Elisa

**Joy Festival: Confirm your choices**

**When:** June 30th
**How:** Automatic when starting a new day

Erika will approach you at work to confirm your choices about who's joining you at the festival.

"Excuse me, Dr.?

- "Yes, what is it Nurse? *stay professional*":
  - **Lose Erika Trust -1**

- "Erika, we have been known each other for weeks now. You may call me by name *become friendlier*":
  - **Increase Erika Trust +3**
  - **She will remember that**

Next you can either tell her you confirm not to go to the festival with her (**-5 trust**), confirm you're going with her (**+2 trust**) or, if you chose another woman, tell Erika you're going with her instead (**+5 trust**).
Joy Festival: Meeting the Guys
When: July 2^{nd}
How: Automatic when starting a new day

When you meet Erika and her friends at the bus stop the day of the festival they are making out passionately and Erika remarks that, bringing you to the first conversation choice:

"Wow, that's passionate!"
- "I can be more passionate if I wanted to!":
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - "Professional?"
    - "Yeah."
      - "There are many things you don't know about me."
        - Increase Erika Trust +1
      - "That doesn't mean I can't be passionate. Even at work."
        - Increase Erika Trust +2
      - "I'm a different person when I'm at work. You should leave those things out when working."
        - Lose Erika Trust -2
  - "Yeah. Lucky him!"
    - Lose Erika Trust -2
    - "Would you?"
      - "Hey guys! We're here!"
        - Lose Erika Trust -5
      - "No, definitely not!"
        - Lose Erika Trust -15
      - "You're a nice girl and..."
        - Increase Erika Trust +7
  - "Are we done voyeuring people?"
    - Lose Erika Trust -2

"Hi Erika. Who's your friend?"
- "I'm Dr. Philip Jones, Erika's boss."
  - Lose Erika Trust -3
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +2
- "I'm Philip, a friend of Erika's." only if you are friendly with Erika
  - Increase Erika Trust +1
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -1
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
- "Hey guys, I'm Philip, whazzap?"
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +1
  - Increase Erika Trust +3
  - Lose Aaron Trust -1
"So what? Can't I enjoy summer?" 
- "She's right, summer is beautiful."
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -1
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
- "Vanessa's right, some rain wouldn't cause any harm..."
  - Lose Erika Trust -2
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +1
  - Lose Aaron Trust -1

"Erika speaks a lot about you!"
"I don't!"
- "I speak a lot about her too with my friends. I guess it's pretty normal..."
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -1
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - Lose Aaron Trust -1
- "Oh, really? That's unexpected."
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +1
  - Lose Erika Trust -2
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
“So, doctor? Who are you going with?”
- "I'm going with you guys!":
  - Lose Erika Trust -3
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -1
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
  - Enables Joy Festival: Aaron’s Path
  - Locks Joy Festival: Erika’s Path
- "I will escort the girls. I don’t mind to renew my own wardrobe!":
  - Increase Erika Trust +3
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +1
  - Lose Aaron Trust +1
  - Locks Joy Festival: Aaron’s Path
  - Enables Joy Festival: Erika’s Path

Joy Festival: Aaron’s Path
When: July 2nd
How: Choose to go buy an hotdog with Aaron and Wyatt

As you reach the hotdog cart with the guys you have to make decisions about your relationship with Erika, your opinion on Vanessa and on Aaron.

"What about you sir?"
- "Nothing, thank you.":
  - Lose Aaron Trust -1
- "An hotdog please. ($8)"
  - Lose Aaron Trust -1
- "A Samuel Adams for me too ($10)"
  - Increase Aaron Trust +2
- "An hotdog please. And I'll pay for the guys too. ($26)"
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
- "A Samuel Adams for me too. And I'll pay for the guys too. ($28)"
  - Increase Aaron Trust +3

"My dick's got room for more than one chick mate!"
- "We're just colleagues.":
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
- "I'm just her boss.":
  - Increase Aaron Trust +2
- "I'm planning to take my chances with her sooner or later.":
  - Lose Aaron Trust -2

On the very next choice:
- "I never noticed her ass.":
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
- "Of course! Round and firm!":
  - Lose Aaron Trust -1
Joy Festival: Erika’s Path

When: July 2nd
How: Choose to go to the shopping mall with the girls

Going out with the girls will have you deepen your bond with Erika or with Vanessa, depending on your choices. It is Vanessa who poses the first question upon you:

"What are we going to do after shopping?"
- "A game of beach volley?":
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +2
- "A game of bowling?":
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -2

"Who's going with whom?"
- "I will help Vanessa."
  - Erika will remember that
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +2
  - Lose Erika Trust -5
  - Unlocks some sexy scenes with Vanessa
- "I will help Erika."
  - Erika will remember that
  - Increase Erika Trust +5
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -2
  - Unlocks some sexy scenes with Erika
Joy Festival: Erika Trying new Clothes
When: July 2nd
How: Choose to help Erika in the shopping mall

"You could peek over a little to see what's going on over the curtains..."
- "*Sneak peek*":
  - Lose Integrity -5
- "*Wait*":
  - Increase Erika Trust +2

"Oh. So you don't like it?"
- "I like everything you wear.":
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
- "I prefer bikinis.":
  - Nothing happens
- "No, not that much.":
  - Lose Erika Trust -1

"She still seems embarrassed, but you think somehow she's adapting to the situation..."
- "Wow, you're gorgeous."
  - Increase Erika Trust +1
- "That's cute!"
  - Lose Erika Trust -1

"My. God."
- "Erika, you are beautiful.":
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
- "That's an ass, girl!"
  - Lose Erika Trust -2
- "I'm speechless."
  - Nothing happens

"Do you mind if I try two more dresses I saw earlier?"
- "We don't have time, we better hurry up!"
  - Lose Erika Trust -2
- "Of course! I'm at your disposal!"
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - Unlocks more sexy scenes
    - "Even on sale the swimsuit costs 40$, the first dress 120$ and the second 150$.
      - You should take the orange one."
        - Erika will remember that
      - "You should take this one."
        - Erika will remember that
      - "You should take them both!"
        - Nothing happens
      - "Take both of them, I'll gift them to you. ($310)" if you have enough money
        - It will boost Erika Trust +10 if you're at least Trust >=70 with her
        - It will lower her Trust -10 if you're less than Trust 70 with her
Joy Festival: Vanessa Trying new Clothes
When: July 2nd
How: Choose to help Vanessa in the shopping mall

"You could peek over a little to see what’s going on over the curtains..."
- "*Sneak peek*":
  o Lose Integrity -5
- "*Wait*":
  o Increase Vanessa Trust +1

"If you want to look good you need to spend some money."
- "You don’t need money to look good, believe me!":
  o Increase Vanessa Trust +2
- "I prefer bikinis.":
  o Nothing happens
- "No, not that much.":
  o Lose Vanessa Trust -1

"She seems to enjoy you look at her body."
- "Wow, you're gorgeous.":
  o Increase Vanessa Trust +1
- "That's cute!":
  o Lose Vanessa Trust -1

"My. God."
- "Vanessa, you are beautiful.":
  o Increase Vanessa Trust +2
- "That's an ass, girl!"
  o Increase Vanessa Trust +1
- "I'm speechless."
  o Lose Vanessa Trust -1
"Do you mind if I try two more dresses I saw earlier?"
- "We don't have time, we better hurry up!":
  o **Lose Vanessa Trust -1**
- "Of course! I'm at your disposal!":
  o **Increase Vanessa Trust +1**
  o Unlocks more sexy scenes
  o "Too much?"
    ▪ "You should take the orange one."
    o Vanessa will remember that
    ▪ "You should take this one."
    o Vanessa will remember that
    ▪ "You should take them both!"
      o Nothing happens
    ▪ "Take both of them, I'll gift them to you. ($310)" if you have enough money
      o Increase Vanessa Trust +5

**Joy Festival: Evening**
When: July 2nd
How: Automatic after either Erika or Aaron's paths

You have decided to go to the beach with your friends.

"You move towards your destination. Erika is quite silent while you walk."
- "Is everything all right?"
  o **Increase Erika Trust +3**
- "Cat ate your tongue?"
  o **Lose Erika Trust -2**
- "Hey, what happened to your beautiful smile?"
  o **Lose Erika Trust -3**

The following conversation is different depending on your previous choices:
If you are at least Trust > 60 with Erika the conversation will be deeper, otherwise it will cut out short with no real choice to make.

If the conversation goes on and you chose to please Aaron (his trust >=14)
"He looks at you in a strange way..."
  o "That's creepy! *turn off gay romances*":
    ▪ **Increase Erika Trust +5**
  o "I'm flattered! *turn on gay romances*":
    ▪ **Lose Erika Trust -10**
      "Oh, I didn't know you..."
        o "That I'm bisexual?":
          ▪ **Increase Erika Trust +5**
        o "That I'm gay?":
          ▪ **Lose Erika Trust -20**

"I may be have a personal interest in the matter..." if Erika Trust >=80
  o "You mean you like Aaron?":
    ▪ **Lose Erika Trust -5**
  o "You mean you like me?":
    ▪ **Increase Erika Trust +2**
If the conversation goes on and you chose to please Vanessa (her trust >=14)
"I may be have a personal interest in the matter..." if Erika Trust >=80
   o "You mean you like Vanessa?":
     ▪ Lose Erika Trust -5
   o "You mean you like me?":
     ▪ Increase Erika Trust +2

If the conversation goes on and you chose not to please Aaron nor Vanessa (their trust <14)
"I may be have a personal interest in the matter..." if Erika Trust >=80
   o "Meaning that...?":
     ▪ Lose Erika Trust -5
   o "You mean you like me?":
     ▪ Increase Erika Trust +2
Joy Festival: Beach Volley

You arrive at the beach, the sun is warm but fortunately the sand isn’t scorchingly hot. After you undress down to your swimsuits you gather at the beachvolley area. Erika wants to start playing as soon as possible.

“All right. Let’s make the teams.”

- "I’m playing with you!“:
  - Increase Erika Trust +3
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -2
  - "I’m happy you chose to side with me!"
    - "It’s just a game!“:
      - Lose Erika Trust -2
      - "Me too!“:
        - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - "I’m playing with Vanessa!“:
    - Lose Erika Trust -3
    - Increase Vanessa Trust +2
    - "I’m sorry you couldn’t side with her."
      - "It’s just a game!“:
        - Lose Erika Trust -2
      - "Me too!“:
        - Lose Erika Trust -5
      - "I’m not complaining!“:
        - Increase Erika Trust +2
"Erika passes the ball towards you. It's your chance to hit!"
- "*Keep looking at Vanessa*":
  - Lose Erika Trust -5
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +2
- "*Score the point*":
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -2
  - Increase Erika Trust +5

Joy Festival: Ending Erika's Path

If you followed the path pleasing Erika you will unlock a kissing scene with her, providing her Trust level is high enough and you don’t have any girlfriend (she doesn’t want to play the “lover” role).

"She leans over and kisses you on the lips."
- "*Return the kiss*":
  - She will remember that
    - You can unlock Erika as your girlfriend
- "*Hold back*":
  - She will remember that

Afterwards she will eventually text you on the phone. A short conversation will follow and, in case you kissed her:

"So... are we now?"
- "Do you want to be my girlfriend?":
  - Erika is your girlfriend
- "No, we are not. But we may become one day!":
  - She will remember that

But if you didn’t kiss her it will be Vanessa texting you!

"I need to be honest. I look forward seeing you again!"
- "Me too!":
  - Increase Vanessa Trust +1
- "About Aaron...":
  - Lose Vanessa Trust -5

And Finally, if you didn’t kiss her and declared your homosexuality it will be Aaron to text you!

"I need to be honest. I look forward seeing you again!"
- "Me too!":
  - Increase Aaron Trust +1
- "About Vanessa...":
  - Lose Aaron Trust -5

Still, you may also have chosen not to flirt with Vanessa nor Aaron, nor to kiss Erika. In that case Erika will text you:
"I need to be honest. I look forward seeing you again!"
- "Me too!":
  - Increase Erika Trust +3
- "I'm your boss..."
  - Lose Erika Trust -10 (OUCH!)
Joy Festival: Meeting your relatives

When: July 2nd
How: Automatic when starting a new day if you chose to go to the festival with your relative

You meet your relative and her daughter at the bus stop. They will be happy to see you or still disgruntled depending on your behavior on “Family Time”. The first choice is brought to you by the child:

"But those games became booooring..."
- "That’s why we need to buy some new games today!":
  - Lose your relative Trust -3
- "You shouldn’t stay so much time with that thing.":
  - Increase your relative Trust +1
- "You should read more books. Do you want a book?":
  - Increase your relative Trust +3
- "I wouldn’t get bored for an instant while in your mother’s company.”:
  - Lose your relative Trust -1

"We were thinking to book an hotel room, we don’t want to disturb you!"
- "An hotel room is ok!":
  - Lose your relative Trust -3
- "Don’t say anything more: you’ll stay at my place like last time!":
  - Increase your relative Trust +3

"What do we do?"
- "Let’s go to the mall. With the festival they are making sales!":
  - Unlocks Joy Festival: At the Mall with your relative
- "Do you want to go to eat a fantastic hotdog?":
  - Unlocks Joy Festival: Hotdog with your relative
- "Do you want to go to the beach?":
  - Unlocks Joy Festival: Beach with your relative
- "What about a movie at the cinema?":
  - Unlocks Joy Festival: At the Cinema with your relative
Joy Festival: At the Cinema with your relative

Unless you’re playing Vanilla mode this conversation will arise:

"You can’t help but notice that your relative isn’t wearing a bra under her shirt. The contour of her breasts is clearly visible from your position."
- "Nice shirt."
  o Increase your relative Trust +3
- "You do know you aren't wearing a bra, don't you?"
  o Lose your relative Trust -3
- "Since when do you wear clothes so sexy?"
  o Lose your relative Trust -3
- "Hey, your nipple just came out!"
  o Increase your relative Trust +3

"Because there’s not much to cover, little scoundrel."
- "I don't agree."
  o Increase your relative Trust +2
- "If you say so..."
  o Lose your relative Trust -2
- "I don't complain!"
  o Increase your relative Trust +4

Notice anything strange in this picture?

Joy Festival: Hotdog with your relative
- "I'll take a Big Beast (12$)"
- "I'll take a Doggie Donut (7$)"
- "I'll take normal one myself (5$)"
 GENERAL PRACTITIONER

All the same. If you pay for their too you will Increase her Trust +1

- "Nothing for me thank you.":
  o Increase your relative Trust +1

"What's up? It looks like you want to ask me something little scoundrel!"

- "Ask about niece":
  o "You are my family. I will always keep you in the first place!":
    ▪ Increase your relative Trust +5
  o "It's nothing serious between me and her." If you have a girlfriend
    ▪ Lose your relative Trust -5
  o "I don't have many friends.":
    ▪ Lose your relative Trust -2
  o "That's because I care about you two.":
    ▪ Increase your relative Trust +2

- "Ask about her":
  o "I'd be happy if you did!":
    ▪ Lose your relative Trust -2
  o "No please! You would take command in a few hours!":
    ▪ Increase your relative Trust +2

- "Ask about Bob":
  o Lose your relative Trust -4
  o "You are my family. I will always keep you in the first place!":
    ▪ Increase your relative Trust +5
  o "It’s nothing serious between me and her." If you have a girlfriend
    ▪ Lose your relative Trust -5
  o "I don't have many friends.":
    ▪ Lose your relative Trust -2
  o "That's because I care about you two.":
    ▪ Increase your relative Trust +2
If you are not playing Vanilla mode you will share a kissing scene with her. Either on the lips or on the cheeks based on her Trust level (>85 for a deep kiss).

"You return the kiss, knowing that it would only last for a second, but then you feel her tongue looking for yours."
- "Kiss her back":
  - She will remember that
  - Increase your relative Trust +5
- "Withdrew":
  - She will remember that
  - Lose your relative Trust -10

OR

"She leans towards you and gives you a kiss on your cheek."
- "Try to make out with her":
  - She will remember that
  - Lose your relative Trust -10
- "Don't do anything":
  - She will remember that
  - Increase your relative Trust +5

Joy Festival: Beach with your relative

You soon arrive at the beach. There are a lot of people everywhere, everyone enjoying the festival with music, shows and fun!

"I just need to relax a bit, but thanks!"
- "I'll go and play with niece then, if you don't mind...":
  - Increase your relative Trust +5
- "I'll stay with you then!":
  - Lose your relative Trust -3

The conversation is then the same one at the hotdot cart, starting from “What's up? It looks like...”
"You could peek over a little to see what's going on over the curtains..."
- "*Sneak peek*":
  - Lose Integrity -5
- "*Wait*":
  - Increase your relative Trust +3

"A woman can be good looking while sleeping too!"
- "You don't need money to look good, believe me!":
  - Increase your relative Trust +4
- "Even when she snores like you do.":
  - Increase your relative Trust +3
- "I wouldn't really care...":
  - Lose your relative Trust -3

"She opens the curtain and shows off a beautiful dress."
- "Wow, you're gorgeous."
  - Increase your relative Trust +4
- "That's cute!"
  - Lose your relative Trust -3

"My. God."
- "You are beautiful."
  - Increase your relative Trust +4
- "That's an ass, girl!"
  - Increase your relative Trust +3
- "I'm speechless."
  - Lose your relative Trust -3
"Do you mind if I try another one?"
- "We don’t have time, we better catch up with niece!":
  o Lose your relative Trust -4
- "Of course! I'm at your disposal!":
  o Increase your relative Trust +2
  o Unlocks more sexy scenes
  o "Do you think I'm too fat for this?"
    ▪ "Fat? Not at all!"
      o Your relative will remember that
      o Lose your relative Trust -2
    ▪ "Just a little!"
      o Your relative will remember that
      o Increase your relative Trust +2

Joy Festival: Icecream with your relative

You arrive at Miranda’s L’Antica Gelateria, your favourite place for icecreams. If you tell her about Rita (if you are dating her of course) you will Increase her Trust +2

Next lines of conversation will vary depending on your previous choices throughout the whole game. Still, in case you kissed your relative, she will ask you about that. You can reply:

- "It's better if we don't talk about it anymore":
  o Lose her Trust -10
- "It was a mistake...":
  o Lose her Trust -15 (OUCH!)
- "I wanted that too, don't you ever think about this?":
  o Increase her Trust +5

The same conversation could also happen if your relatives are your guests for the night. There are no more choices here, just different conversations based on your previous ones.
Joy Festival: Elisa path

When: July 2\textsuperscript{nd}
How: Automatic when starting a new day if you chose to go to the festival with Elisa

You are waiting for Elisa. She's very late and your phone's battery is over. You should've charged it when you had the chance. You hear a familiar voice behind you.

"Doctor! Nice to see you here!"
- "Officer Kirby! It's a pleasure meeting you!":
  - Increase his Trust +2
- "Officer Kirby! What are you doing here?":
  - Lose his Trust -1
- "Sorry, officer Kirby, I'm waiting for a person...":
  - Lose his Trust -2

"Yeah..."
- "Let's go bowling!"
  - Lose his Trust -2
  - You'll go to the icecream shop regardless (yes, he is an ass!)
- "Let's go to the beach!"
  - Lose his Trust -2
  - You'll go to the icecream shop regardless (yes, he is an ass!)
- "Let's go to Miranda's Icecream shop!"
  - Increase his Trust +2
- "I'm not feeling very well... (*)(leave*)":
  - Ends the festival event
  - Lose Elisa Trust -15
  - Lose Kirby Trust -5
  - "That's not my fault! Sorry!"
    - "Ok, you're forgiven!":
      - Increase Elisa Trust +5
    - "Elisa, this is not going to work!":
      - Lose Elisa Trust -40
      - You will break with her for good
Joy Festival: Icecream with Elisa

"You and Elisa. How did you meet?"
- "On a symposium in Seattle."
  - Lose Elisa Trust -2
- "We went to high school together."
  - Lose Elisa Trust -2
- "We attended med school together."
  - Increase Elisa Trust +2

"What about you doc? Are you engaged to a special one?"
- "I am not.
  - Lose Elisa Trust -5
- "I am."
  - Increase Elisa Trust +5
  - "Is she married?"
    - "Yes she is. Is that a problem for you?"
      - Lose his Trust -3
    - "Of course not!"
      - Increase his Trust +3

"So, will you forgive me?"
- "Ok, you're forgiven!"
  - Increase Elisa Trust +5
- "Elisa, this is not going to work!"
  - Lose Elisa Trust -40
  - You will break with her for good

Joy Festival: a walk with Elisa

While walking at the park Elisa talks to you about her husband.

"Yeah. About Greg..."
- "I'm starting to get tired talking about Greg today."
  - Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "Yeah, about Greg..."
  - Lose Elisa Trust -1
- "I don't care about him."
  - Increase Elisa Trust +1
- "This Again?"
  - Lose Elisa Trust -3

"She is looking at you with damp eyes, as if she's going to cry any time."
- "Yes, I want to stay with you!"
  - Increase Elisa Trust +8
  - Unlocks Joy Festival: Night with Elisa
- "No, I don't want to stay with you *break up with Elisa*"
  - Lose Elisa Trust -40
  - Elisa is no longer your girlfriend
**Joy Festival: Night with Elisa**

"A man’s house. It’s pretty normal I think. You need the touch of a woman..."
- "I always like you touching me."
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +3**
- "I don't think so..."
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -3**

"Do you forgive me for ruining the festival?"
- "Let’s see..."
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -3**
- "A body like that won't ruin anything!"
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +3**

A sex scene will automatically follow, provided you’re not playing Vanilla mode.

**Joy Festival: Rita’s Path**

When: July 2\(^{nd}\)
How: Automatic when starting a new day if you chose to go to the festival with Rita

Right before you meet Rita at the festival she phones you with a change of plans. Apparently she wants to go to the beach as she’s uninterested in the festival itself.

"Hey Philip!"
- "Rita! You're beautiful!"
  - **Increase her trust +3**
- "Nice swimsuit!"
  - **Increase her trust +1**
"Oh, sorry I heard another word... Well, about beaches..."
- "I do! That's why I was so happy about this job being here!"
  - Increase her Trust +2
- "Not really. The sand, sunburns, salty water..."
  - Lose her Trust -1
  - "Oh, sorry to hear that. You could have told me that, we would've made something else..."
    - "I wanted you to be happy, don't worry. I'll manage."
      - Increase her Trust +3
    - "Another time. For today... beach time!"
      - Lose her Trust -1
- "I hate the beach, actually."
  - Lose her Trust -5
  - "Oh, sorry to hear that. You could have told me that, we would've made something else..."
    - "I wanted you to be happy, don't worry. I'll manage."
      - Increase her Trust +3
    - "Another time. For today... beach time!"
      - Lose her Trust -1

"Well, when I wasn't working I usually was helping Luke with the dogs..."
- "I see, that's why your suntan is missing?"
  - Lose her Trust -2
- "You'll have much more time to suntan now that you're with me!"
  - Increase her Trust +2

"So? Cat ate your tongue?"
- "I like your body so much! With or without suntan!"
  - Increase her Trust +1
- "Nothing wrong with it! You're perfect."
  - Lose her Trust -3
- "You really need to suntan more!"
  - Increase her Trust +3
- "I am more tanned than you!"
  - Lose her Trust -1

"I used to be a shy, quiet girl. I feel that somehow you changed me."
- "Is that a good thing?"
  - Lose her Trust -1
- "I don't understand..."
  - Increase her Trust +1

"I do! I'm unlike most people!"
- "I dare you!"
  - Increase her Trust +2
- "You don't. I simply don't believe in such things."
  - Lose her Trust -4
"Guess who's chicken here!"  
- "No way!"
  o Nothing happens. Conversation fades...  
  o Locks away a sexy scene later on  
- "All right. I accept the dare!"
  o Unlocks sexy topless scenes  
  o Unlocks sexy scene at your place  
  o "Your turn now, Doctor!"
    ▪ "No, I won't."
    • Lose her Trust −8  
    ▪ "All right. That's fair!"
    • Increase her Trust +6

Finally, if her trust level is high enough (>60), she will follow you at your place.

Joy Festival: at home with Rita

"You need to get out. I need to pee first."
- "So what? I'll stay here and watch you." [if not vanilla mode]
  o If you stripped down at the beach: +2 Trust  
  o If you didn’t stripped down: -2 Trust  
- "Oh, all right. Call me when you're ready."
  o Nothing happens

Right after that there will be a sex scene with her if you’re not in Vanilla mode. If you’re telling her about her back problems you’ll get +3 trust, if you ask her anal sex you’ll get +5 trust instead. After sex she tells you something in Italian about your cooking.

"My God. What did she just say?"
- "Thank you."
  o Increase her Trust +3  
- "Hey, next time you do the cooking!"
  o Lose her Trust -1
  o
Three's a crowd: Ray's Bar

When: After July 22\textsuperscript{nd}
How: Visit Ray Bar after July 22\textsuperscript{nd} to unlock the story arc

This chapter focuses on your relationship with both Aaron and Vanessa. You can deepen your knowledge of them and maybe even have a threesome with them, if you’re interested. They will be more or less interested in you depending on your choices in "Joy Festival".

\textbf{In the final game this whole section only unlocks if you follow Erika’s Path in Joy Festival. Since this is an alpha game right now the chapter will unlock regardless.}

First conversation choice is brought to you by Vanessa:

"\textbf{My Goodness, he really can’t see anything while watching football!}"  
- "I wouldn't distract my eyes from you for anything!“
  - Vanessa Trust +3
  - Aaron Trust -2 (\textbf{-4 if you chose to go with him during festival})
- "I can understand him. I enjoy football very much myself!“
  - Aaron Trust +3
  - Vanessa Trust -2 (\textbf{-3 if you chose to go with her during festival})
  - "Seahawks or Cardinals?"
    - "Seahawks"
      - Aaron Trust +3
    - "Cardinals"
      - Aaron Trust -3
    - "49ers"
      - Aaron Trust -5
      - "None of those"
        - Nothing happens
  - "Leave him be, let's hang around!
    - Aaron Trust -2
    - Vanessa Trust +2
"Are you coming?"
  - "*go with her*"
    - Vanessa Trust -3
    - Aaron Trust +3
  - "*stay with Aaron*"
    - Aaron Trust +3
    - Vanessa Trust -3

Three's a crowd: Vanessa Path

Vanessa could ask you this question if you didn’t flirt with her nor Aaron during the festival.

"What do you think about Aaron?"
  - "I don’t know him well enough."
    - Nothing happens
  - "I like him very much."
    - Vanessa Trust +3
  - "He’s a very beautiful guy."
    - Vanessa Trust +2
    - If your character is gay
      - Vanessa Trust +2
  - "He’s an asshole."
    - Vanessa Trust -3
  - "He should treat you better."
    - Vanessa Trust -4
Three's a crowd: Vanessa’s midnight bath

"The view is wonderful, the place is peaceful, Vanessa’s scent is so good..."
- "*Take her hand*"
  If you have a girlfriend:
  o Vanessa Trust -5
  o "I thought you were already engaged..."
    ▪ "It was just a friendly gesture."
      • Vanessa Trust +8 (balances -5)
    ▪ "I don't care about her. I care about you."
      • Vanessa Trust -3
      • If you own a car: Vanessa Trust +2
      • If you don’t own a car: Vanessa Trust -2
  o "I believe you're wrong."
    • If you own a car: Vanessa Trust +2
    • If you don’t own a car: Vanessa Trust -2

If you don’t have a girlfriend
  o Vanessa Trust +5

Small Talk
  o Nothing happens

"You're standing completely naked in front of her, your boxers down on the floor."
- "*Reach for them and dress up*"
  o Vanessa Trust -5
  o If you own a car: Vanessa Trust +2
  o If you don’t own a car: Vanessa Trust -2
- "*Try to strip her down*"
  o Unlocks more scenes
  o Vanessa Trust +10
  o Unlocks kissing or sex scenes (sex only if her trust >65)
  o If you own a car: Vanessa Trust +2
  o If you don’t own a car: Vanessa Trust -2

After that sex scenes may occur if her trust level is high enough and she will follow you home.
In each subsequent choice if you talk about Aaron or your girlfriend makes her Lose Trust -3, while talking about her Increases her Trust +2 for each choice.

Three's a crowd: Aaron’s midnight bath

While conversation is of course different with him, the choices mirror the ones in Vanessa’s paragraph to balance both stories. So if you choose Aaron the only different choice is that you can enable homosexual contents or disable them if you changed your mind after the festival.
Three's a crowd: Back Home

Conversations between Aaron and Vanessa at your place are different of course, and she likes **Tequila** while Aaron likes **Beer** (buy those online before this date if you don’t want to give them water and receive -5 Trust!)

Whenever you choose to open the door the other one (Vanessa if you chose Aaron and Aaron if you chose Vanessa) will storm inside your house, asking you to choose who you really want.

When they go to have a shower you can spy them or not. The only difference is to unlock some nude scenes with them.

"Yeah, you can’t keep us like this forever!"

- "*Choose Vanessa*":
  - Aaron Trust -25
  - Vanessa Trust +15
  - Unlocks sex scenes with Vanessa
  - Increase Sexperience +10

- "*Choose Aaron (this will enable homosexual content)*" *not available in vanilla mode*
  - Aaron Trust +15
  - Vanessa Trust -25
  - Unlocks sex scenes with Aaron
  - Increase Sexperience +10

- "*Choose both*" *vanilla mode only* if both trusts are >50 and not vanilla mode
  - Unlocks Threesome
  - Aaron Trust +10
  - Vanessa Trust +10
  - Increase Sexperience +15

- "*Choose no one*"
  - Vanessa Trust +5
  - Aaron Trust -10
Stay Fit: At the Clinic

When: After July 27th
How: Go to work at the clinic after July 27th without a “New Patient” available and choose “Exam Room”

The day at the clinic is going smooth, patients are few as the hot summer endures. You notice Erika practicing some exercises in the empty waiting room.

“*Oh, sorry! I didn’t see you coming!*”
- *Good for health*
  - Erika Trust +2
- *Lovely view*
  - Erika Trust +3
- *Not on working hours*
  - Erika Trust -3
- *Not good at sports* if charm <30
  - Nothing happens

The rest of the conversation is a bit different based on your previous choices.
GENERAL PRACTITIONER

Stay Fit: At the Gym

"Erika seems full of energy as she moves towards the changing rooms."
- "I have an idea: let's change in the same room!" if Erika is your girlfriend
  - Unlocks changing room scene
- "I have an idea: let's change in the same room!" Blackmail if Erika is NOT your girlfriend her her trust <50
  - Unlocks blackmail changing room scene
- "See you in a few minutes Erika!"
  - Nothing happens

Stay Fit: Changing Room

The blackmail path changes some conversations in this scene but it plays the same as of choices (consequences will be a decrease in Trust instead of an increase).

"I'm all ears."
- "*Have him hide and see Erika changing*"
  - Unlocks voyeur scene with Jack
  - Unlocks special events voyeur-related
  - Lose Integrity -5
- "*Leave him go*"
  - Nothing happens

When Erika is changing you can (provided Vanilla mode is OFF):
- "*Leave locker room*"
  - Lose Erika Trust -3 if your girlfriend
  - Increase Erika Trust +3 if blackmailing
- "*Ask blowjob*" if her trust is high (girlfriend) or low (blackmail) enough
  - Unlocks sex scene
  - Lose Integrity -10 if blackmailing
- "*Ask for sex*" if her trust is high (girlfriend) or low (blackmail) enough
  - Unlocks sex scene
  - Lose Integrity -15 if blackmailing

If you allowed Jack to spy on you:
"I insist. What if I send you my girlfriend's nude pictures on your phone?"
- "Well, if you insist..."
  - Get Jack phone number
  - Unlocks voyeur scenes in other updates
- "I don't want anything, thank you."
  - Nothing happens
- "Pay me instead. ($100)"
  - Increase money +100
**Stay Fit: Exercising together**

Even if you got there you don’t feel like sweating today.

"**Why’s that? You came here and all...**"  
- "I just came for the company!"  
  - **Increase Erika Trust +3**  
- "I just came to fuck you!" if you had sex with Erika in the previous scene  
  - **Lose Erika Trust -5** if you blackmailed her  
  - **Increase Erika Trust +3** if she’s your girlfriend  
- "I don't want to sweat” 
  - **Lose Erika Trust -2**

The conversation is different now based on your previous choices.

**Stay Fit: Walking on the Promenade**

You and Erika leave the gym and go to the beach.
Sun is setting and the promenade is crowded as usual in this time of the year, despite the incoming bad weather.

"**You have dinner together and then you walk over the promenade.**"  
- "*Talk about work*"  
  - **Increase Erika Trust +5**  
  - Unlocks a special conversation  
  - "**Well, I became a General Practitioner...**"  
    - "To feel up guys!" if the doctor is homosexual/bisexual  
      - **Lose Erika Trust -5**  
    - "To feel up girls!" if the doctor is not homosexual/bisexual  
      - **Lose Erika Trust -5**  
    - "To meet new people every day!"  
      - **Increase Erika Trust +3**  
    - "Because I failed to become a surgeon!"  
      - **Increase Erika Trust +2**  
    - "Because I wouldn’t have liked to do anything else!"  
      - **Increase Erika Trust +5**  
    - "To work with people like you!"  
      - **Lose Erika Trust -3**
"*Talk about relationships*"
- Increase Erika Trust +3
- Unlocks a special conversation
- If you blackmailed her or your trust level is low enough with her you will unlock a conversation where your answer will be like:
  - "I'm very sorry Erika"
    - Resets her trust level to 55
  - "You need to get used to it Erika"
    - Lose Erika Trust -5
- "Well, in a relationship I usually aim to find..."
  - "Hardcore sex!"
    - Lose Erika Trust -5
  - "Common ground to share!"
    - Increase Erika Trust +3
  - "Fun and company!"
    - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - "New thoughts about life!"
    - Increase Erika Trust +5
  - "Everlasting love!"
    - Lose Erika Trust -3

"*Talk about weather*"
- Lose Erika Trust -5
- Very short conversation will follow

"*Talk about family*"
- Lose Erika Trust -3
- Same choices as for relationships conversation
Stay Fit: Abandoned House

After picking up a message in a bottle a treasure hunt starts!

"You look around the place and notice no one around the house."
- "Call out loud if someone's inside"
  o Lose Erika Trust -3
- "Investigate the courtyard"
  o Lose Erika Trust -5 if you blackmailed her into sex earlier
  o Increase Erika Trust +3 if you had sex with her without blackmailing her
- "Try to scare Erika"
  o Increase Erika Trust +4

You found an unconscious girl on the floor.
You can proceed to examine her as you would in the medical exam section of the game to try to save her.
When the examination is over the police will come, alerted by Erika, and an interview will follow.

"Excuse me Dr, I need to ask you a few questions.
- "I don't have time for this!
  o Lose Erika Trust -5
- "Of course! Anything you want Officer Staunton"
  o Increase Erika Trust +3
- "Why? I did nothing wrong!"
  o Nothing happens

"So, how come you and Miss Lawley were hanging around this house?"
- "We were looking for a place to have sex."
  o Lose Integrity -5
  o Lose Erika Trust -10
- "We were playing treasure hunting"
  o Increase Integrity +5
  o Increase Erika Trust +5
- "We were playing hide and seek"
  o Lose Integrity -3
  o Lose Erika Trust -3
- "We were passing by"
  o Lose Integrity -3
  o Lose Erika Trust -3

"Ok. What did you find out?"
- "She was attacked by someone."
  o Lose Integrity -3
  o Lose Erika Trust -3
- "She was under drugs."
  o Lose Integrity -3
  o Lose Erika Trust -3
- "She had an heart attack."
  o Lose Integrity -3
  o Lose Erika Trust -3
- "I found nothing on her. I don't know what happened."
  o Increase Integrity +3
  o Increase Erika Trust +3
If you undressed the girl completely to examine her:

"Oh, I almost forgot Doc: why was the girl naked?"

- "I found her like that."
  - Lose Integrity -3
  - Lose Erika Trust -3

- "I asked Nurse Lawley to help me undress her to examine her properly."
  - Increase Integrity +3
  - Increase Erika Trust +3

- "Because I like to check my patients in the nude."
  - Lose Integrity -5
  - Lose Erika Trust -5

---

Stay Fit: Back home

You and Erika arrive home when it's well over midnight, still shocked by the latest events.

"Erika looks at you straight in the eyes and gets near you."

- "*Kiss her.*" if her trust level is lower than 25 or higher than 75
  - Unlocks sexy scene
  - "Being together?" if you have no other girlfriends
    - "I have (*make her your girlfriend*)"
      - Increase Erika Trust +5
      - Sets Erika Trust to 75 if it was lower, disabling more blackmailing with her
    - "Better not (*don't make her your girlfriend*)"
      - Lose Erika Trust -5
      - "I don't like women (*enables homosexual relationships*)"
        - Enables gay romance options

- "*Hug her.*"
  - Unlocks a special scene

- "*Step back*"
  - Nothing happens
The arrival

When: August, after “Stay Fit”
How: Phone your relative any time after ending the “Stay Fit” Chapter

You’re returning home after six years, since your father died and you left the house to your relative and her husband, much to your mother’s disdain. Now, on the eve of your relative’s 38th birthday you’re taking some steps to help her and her family.

In the living room, shortly after your arrival, you begin a conversation with the family, until Bob asks you:

“You will work at the hospital like you always did for all those years.”

- "Are you sure you can’t ask one of your men to go?":
  - Increase relative Trust +2
- "That’s harsh.":
  - Increase relative Trust +3
- "It’s just business...":
  - Lose relative Trust -5
- "What about niece?":
  - Increase relative Trust -3

“He hadn’t meant to hurt the child, he simply can’t understand what he’s doing.”

- "*Attack him*":
  - Lose relative Trust -3
- "*Defend him*":
  - Increase relative Trust +3
I know that. And I’m not suggesting you anything with him. Still..."
- "...I can’t stand him treat you like that.":
  o Lose relative Trust -4
- "...I’m very worried about you."
  o Increase relative Trust +4
- "...that’s not my business after all."
  o Increase relative Trust +2

Estranged Family: niece's room

"Do you think mom and dad are divorcing?"
- "I’m afraid so."
  o Lose relative Trust -10
- "Honey, why would you think such a thing?"
  o Increase relative Trust +5

"Do you promise me you’ll try to do your best to help mom and dad? You’re the only one who she listens to."
- "I promise."
  o She will remember that
- "I can’t promise you anything."
  o She will remember that
"Relative is already there, waiting for you."
- "Compliment her body." only in story mode
  - Increase relative Trust +3
- "Compliment her house."
  - Nothing happens
- "Compliment her marriage."
  - Lose relative Trust -3

Estranged Family: flashback 1

"But when I'll ask you to collect my favor you'll do it."
- "Ok, I will."
  - She will remember that
- "No, I won't."
  - She will remember that

"It’s as if you’re edging towards the point of no return with a devil on one shoulder 'Go! She’s a bitch! You don’t want her contaminating your life!' and an angel on the other 'What about empathy? Compassion? Where’s yours now?'."
- "Then I’ll listen to the devil."
  - Lose relative Trust -3
- "I'd like to be able to try and listen to the angel."
  - Increase relative Trust +5
Bob is suspecting you and his wife have a strange relationship. Your actions from now on will either increase or decrease his suspects. If he spoils you, he will use this information to his advantage and you’ll not be able to invite your relative to stay with you and you’ll lose her trust almost completely. So choose wisely.

Bob’s suspects become real with 8 “suspects points”. They can go below zero.

"It’s not your family. This is my responsibility and mine only!"

- "Be strict":
  - Lose relative Trust -3
  - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
- "Be aggressive":
  - Lose relative Trust -5
  - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
- "Be diplomatic":
  - Increase relative Trust +3
  - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
- "Be charming":
  - Increase relative Trust +5
  - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
"She went to your clinic over the past few weeks more than once."
- "*Be on the defensive*":
  - "Really? Your very defensive though..."
    - "Do you think I’m her lover?"
      - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
    - "I wasn't!"
      - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
    - "Just because I knew what you were going to ask..."
      - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
- "*Be on the offensive*":
  - "Not even if this could save our marriage?"
    - "In that case yes."
      - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
    - "No, not even in that case."
      - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
- "*Stay quiet*":
  - Nothing happens

"See? That’s the problem, you’re always working."
- "Try to help him":
  - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
- "Try to separate them":
  - Increase Bob’s suspects +1

"Can I get you something?"
- "Yes please":
  - Unlocks “toast conversation and choice”
- "No thank you":
  - Nothing happens

"How are things at your clinic?"
The game will tell you if things are going good or not, hence the conversation will change whether you’ll choose to tell him the truth or not. The effects though stay the same.
- "Tell Truth"
  - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
  - Bob and your relative will remember this
- "Lie"
  - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
  - Bob and your relative will remember this

"Here’s your drink. What shall we toast to?" if you accepted a drink
- "Your marriage":
  - Increase Bob’s suspects +1
- "Your wife":
  - Increase Bob’s suspects +2
- "Your job":
  - Decrease Bob’s suspects -1
- "My job":
  - Decrease Bob’s suspects -2
"Get lost, go back to mommy!"
- "Mom will know about this!":
  o Lose relative Trust -10
- "She can go to hell!":
  o Increase relative Trust +5

"Let him go, he won't do anything, he lacks guts!"
- "I won't tell her anything if you give me a kiss.":
  o Increase relative Trust +3
- "I won't tell her anything if you show me your tits!":
  o Lose relative Trust -3

Estranged Family: Poolside

"I have, but why can’t we swim first? Just a few minutes!"
- "Homework first!":
  o Increase relative Trust +2
- "Why not? Let's swim!":
  o Lose relative Trust -3
- "You just had your breakfast...":
  o Increase relative Trust +2
"It's easy! The answer is":
- "31":
  - Lose knowledge -5
- "30":
  - Lose knowledge -5
- "6":
  - Nothing happens
- "-40":
  - Lose knowledge -5

"What's the matter? I'm in my own house, I can do what I want."
Both your replies will show a different nude scene, if vanilla mode is OFF. Choose randomly 😊

Estranged Family: Flashback 3

"She bursted in laughing."
- "I'm a man after all."
  - Lose relative Trust -3
- "I wasn't prepared."
  - Lose relative Trust -2
- "I tried to ease tension."
  - Increase relative Trust +2

"What about him?"
- "I don't like him. Definitely."
  - Lose relative Trust -3
- "He's a smart guy."
  - Increase relative Trust +5
- "You should look around you for someone who really loves you."
  - Increase Bob's suspects +1 (she will tell him about this conversation)
  - Increase Bob's suspects +3 (she will tell him about this conversation) if vanilla mode is OFF and you tell her you love her
"That's his plan?"
- "I can't wait for her to work with me!":
  o Increase Bob's suspects +1
- "I can't wait for her to live with me!":
  o Increase Bob's suspects +3
- "I don't want to work with her!":
  o Decrease Bob's suspects -1
- "I don't want to live with her!":
  o Decrease Bob's suspects -3

Note that you can make your relative come and live with you only if you have no one else living with you (Rita, Aaron, Erika, Vanessa, Kiko or Elisa).

Estranged Family: Flashback 4

"That's why I love you."
- "This is a mistake.":
  o Increase Bob's suspects +2
- "I'm so happy for you.":
  o Decrease Bob's suspects -2
Estranged Family ending 1: Bob spoils you

If Bob’s suspects are >= 8 points he will confront you about your feelings for your relative in front of her.
"Don’t you really?"
- "Admit your feelings."
  o She will remember that
  o Lose relative Trust -20
  o You can’t hire your relative nor have her live with you for the whole game
- "Deny your feelings."
  o She will remember that
  o Lose relative Trust -10 (she will be upset but she wants to believe you)

"So, have you thought about hiring me and offering me a place to stay?"
- "I’ll be glad to work and live with you." if you don’t already have someone living with you
  o Increase relative Trust +10
  o She will live with you
  o She will work with you
- "You can be my guest, but I’d rather not work with you."
  o Decrease relative Trust -10
  o She will live with you
- "You can work with me but I cannot offer you a place to stay."
  o Decrease relative Trust -5
  o She will work with you
- "I'm sorry, you can neither work at the clinic nor be my guest"
  o Decrease relative Trust -20

Estranged Family ending 2: Bob doesn’t suspect you

"So, have you thought about hiring me and offering me a place to stay?"
- "I’ll be glad to work and live with you." if you don’t already have someone living with you
  o Increase relative Trust +10
  o She will live with you
  o She will work with you
- "You can be my guest, but I’d rather not work with you."
  o Decrease relative Trust -10
  o She will live with you
- "You can work with me but I cannot offer you a place to stay."
  o Decrease relative Trust -5
  o She will work with you
- "I'm sorry, you can neither work at the clinic nor be my guest"
  o Decrease relative Trust -20
Note: this chapter will only play if you chose Rita to be your girlfriend, otherwise other “Chapter 11” stories will play.

When:       After August 8th
How:        Phone Rita and ask her for a date after completing her “romance” arc

Rita is so beautiful when she's at work. You can't really understand why, but looking at her serving icecreams and other desserts at Miranda's has become your favourite evening activity.

She's about to end her shift - you came to bring her home in fact - but you can't keep your eyes off her. You just hope no one arounds thinks you are a creepy lurker preying on a young girl... Oh well you don't care either. She looks in your direction and smiles. You notice a little blush over her cheeks. This is just another thing you love of her, her innocent shyness, so different from other girls you met in your life.

What happened with your marriage?

Rita will ask you about your marriage/relationship (depending on what you chose when starting the game). You can answer her by saying...

- "...she cheated on me.":
  - She will remember that
  - Increase Rita Trust +5
- "...we got unsolvable differences.":
  - She will remember that
  - Lose Rita Trust -5
- "...I cheated on her.":
  - She will remember that
  - Lose Rita Trust -10
After this choice you’ll be prompted to go either to the SPA or Norah’s massage parlor. Choosing this will play two very different scenes that will move Rita’s story further along two very different paths.

**Go to the Spa**
- Chance to unlock Netorare content with Rita further in the game (player’s choice)
- Increase Rita Trust +10 regardless of your next choices

**Go to Norah’s Massage Parlor**
- Unlocks Lesbian Content with Rita further in the game (player’s choice)
- Increase Rita Trust +20
- Increase Sexperience +5

**Achy Breaky Heart: Spa**

"I have most problems with this element."
- "You are beautiful":
  - Lose Rita Trust -5
- "You need to trust yourself":
  - Increase Rita Trust +3
- "You need to improve yourself":
  - Lose Rita Trust -3

"You have nothing to be ashamed of, your body is a natural beauty."
- "*Stop him*":
  - Lose Rita Trust -5
  - Stops Netorare content
- "*Allow him to continue*":
  - Increase Rita Trust +10
  - Unlock first step in Netorare content
This section has no specific choices but will play the same way. By choosing the massage parlor you will unlock some nude scenes involving Rita.

**Achy Breaky Heart: Live Together**

After the experience at the spa/massage parlour Rita will ask you if you want to live together.

---

**Note that you can make Rita come and live with you only if you have no one else living with you (your relative, Aaron, Erika, Vanessa, Kiko or Elisa).**

---

- "I want you to live with me, Rita":
  - Rita will move to your apartment  
  - Increase Rita Trust +5
- "I don’t believe we should move together for now.":
  - She will remember that  
  - Lose Rita Trust -5
An old friend

When: August 13th, after completing Chapter 10
How: Automatic when starting a new day

"You arrive at the clinic earlier than usual. A familiar face is waiting for you in front of the main door." You’re surprised to see Elisa waiting for you in front of the main door.
You can either have her as your girlfriend or not, some conversation will change as will her mood towards you.
The chapter also considers if you had sex with her during Chapter 3, and if you risked getting her pregnant. That’s because she’s expecting and she could be either sure that the child is her husband’s or not.

"Elisa is standing beside you. She takes a deep breath before speaking.":
- "What’s the matter, Elisa?"
  - Increase her trust +1
- "Ok, we’re here. What’s going on?":
  - Lose her Trust -1
- "Are you all right?"
  - Nothing happens
- "Hey darlin’, calm down, everything’s all right."
  - Increase her trust +3

"Now you WISH you were in carbonite!"
- "That’s very funny! Now, about the real thing which brought you here..."
  - Lose her trust -4
- "Wow. I mean congratulations!"
  - Lose her trust -3
- "It’s not my fault!"
  - Lose her trust -5
Yes, you can only lose trust points here, whatever you say. You can only try to minimize the loss 😊

Conversations will change depending on your previously made choices involving Elisa in the various chapters of the game.

You’ll then have the chance to tell Erika about Elisa’s pregnancy, the following conversation takes place at the clinic:

"Yes of course. I feel sorry for them. But I sense there's something more..."

- "No, that's all. I just need to stay close to her, she has nowhere to go."
  - Increase Erika Trust +2
  - She will remember this
- "She is pregnant and the baby could be mine" if you had sex with Elisa and came inside her
  - She will remember this
  - Lose Erika Trust -30 (ouch!)
  - If Erika lives with you she will leave your house
- "She is pregnant."
  - She will remember this

Lunch Together

"We'll have another chance to see the baby, don't worry. Too bad though..."

- "...I would've liked to examine your naked body" if not in vanilla mode
  - Lose Elisa Trust -3
- "...it must be lovely to actually 'see' him or her"
  - Increase Elisa Trust +3

"The same, thank you."

- "You cannot drink alcohol nor eat raw meat!"
  - Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "Nice choice."
  - Lose Elisa Trust -2

If you live together with someone:

"I mean, I could also move to an hotel room, money is not a problem."

- "I want you to live with me, Elisa" if Elisa is your girlfriend
  - Elisa will move to your house
  - Increase Elisa Trust +5
- "I want you to live with me, Elisa. At least until we sort things out." If Elisa is not your girlfriend
  - Elisa will move to your house
  - Increase Elisa Trust +10
- "You’re right, perhaps it’s best if we don’t move together for now."
  - Elisa won’t move to your house
  - Lose Elisa Trust -5

"Total bill is 20$"

- "*Split the bill*"
  - Nothing happens
- "*Have Elisa pay*"
  - Lose Elisa Trust -5
- "*Pay everything*"
  - Increase Elisa Trust +5
"Walking on the sand"
"Elisa is now standing in front of you wearing only her underwear."
"You notice the small bump over her belly, but that's almost unnoticeable with her clothes on."

"Much better."
- "You look very good Elisa":
  - Nothing happens
- "You're beautiful Elisa":
  - Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "Aren't you shy showing off like this?":
  - Lose Elisa Trust -2

"C'mon, just a moment, take off your clothes and join me!"
- "Ok. I'll do it!":
  - Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "I'll stay here, go on if you wish though!":
  - Lose Elisa Trust -2

Elisa's story
Elisa will now tell you about her breakup with Greg. You listen to her story while commenting from time to time.

"Why? Did I say something wrong?"
- "No, I'm only imagining you sucking it up..." *if not vanilla mode*
  - Increase Elisa Trust +2
- "That was a bit harsh, wasn't it?":
  - Lose Elisa Trust -3
- "No, you were absolutely right. He was cheating on you!":
  - Increase Elisa Trust +3

"Please do, this is..."
- "...fun!":
  - Lose Elisa Trust -5
- "...entertaining!":

---
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- Lose Elisa Trust -5
  - "...crazy!":
    - Increase Elisa Trust +3
  - "...captivating!":
    - Increase Elisa Trust +5

"I'm pregnant."
  - "My. God.":
    - Nothing happens
  - "My. God.":
    - Nothing happens
  - "My. God.":
    - Nothing happens
  - "My. God.":
    - Nothing happens

Yes, that's everything you can say after that.

"She leans towards you, her lips closer and closer to yours."
  - "Kiss her.":
    - Increase Elisa Trust +5
  - "Let her kiss your cheek":
    - Increase Elisa Trust +2
  - "Stop her" if Elisa is not your girlfriend:
    - Lose Elisa Trust -10
    -
Live Together: Living with your relative

These conversations will be unlocked when you share the apartment with your relative and choose “Stay Home ➔ Relax” in the daily chooser. Conversations will play each time you choose the option. After she joins you at home you will unlock 20, others will be available as the story progresses.

Conversation 1
"I still have trouble to figure out the status of your relationship with Bob."
"Me too."
- "Don't worry, everything will be all right"
  - Increase her trust +2
- "Bob and you have no future together if you ask me"
  - Lose her trust -3 (if you are not divorced)
  - Lose her trust -1 (if you are divorced)
- "Let's not discuss Bob anymore, ok? Let's try to sort out this 'living together' thing!"
  - Increase her trust +1

Conversation 2
"Plenty of times. So, what are our plans for tonight?"
- "I just want to relax, I'm very tired!":
  - Lose her Trust -2
- "How about a movie on the couch?":
  - Lose her Trust -3
- "How about we get drunk and have sex?":
  - Lose her Trust -5
- "I don't know, what do you suggest?":
  - Increase her trust +3

Conversation 3
"Why? Does it bother you?"
- "Let's suppose it does...":
  - Lose her Trust -2
- "Absolutely not!":
  - Increase her Trust +2
- "You'd look better naked I'm sure of that!" if not vanilla mode
  - Increase her Trust +3

Conversation 4
“When you enter the room you find your relative in front of the mirror. She's wearing her undies showing you her ass.”
- "Sorry, I should've knocked!":
  - Increase her Trust +3
- "Hey, whazzap?:
  - Lose her Trust -2
- "Perfect ass girl!" if not vanilla mode:
  - Lose her Trust -4
Conversation 5
No choices here

Conversation 6
"Let's say a THOUSAND bucks mate! Your sins must be bad for you to seek the Lord's pardon!"
- "Fuck you, here's 1000$, now get lost!":
  - Father Torque's quest is completed
  - Lose 1000$
- "No way! Tell the Lord I said hi.":
  - Nothing happens

Conversation 7
"So you really believe that?"
- "Yeah. Love does not exist.":
  - Nothing happens
- "Yeah. Sex is not so important in a couple.":
  - Nothing happens
- "Yeah. I don't want to have a family of my own.":
  - Lose her Trust -2
- "Yeah. I could live forever alone if I wanted.":
  - Nothing happens

Conversation 8
Choices will only apply here if vanilla mode is OFF.

"Go on..."
- "I love the way this tank top fits you.":
  - Increase her trust +3
    ▪ Let her continue 3 times to Increase her trust +7
    ▪ Stop her the first time to Lose her trust -2
    ▪ Stop her the second time to Lose her trust -4
    ▪ Stop her the third time to Lose her trust -5
    ▪ Stop her the fourth time to Increase her Trust +2 (+9 overall)
- "Can you dress a little more while we live together?"
  - Lose her Trust -7
  - She will remember this
Conversation 9
"You hear some conversation from the living room. You approach the room finding Erika and your relative talking."

- "Erika, what are you doing here?" if you are familiar with Erika
  o Lose Erika Trust -2
  o Lose your relative Trust -2
- "Nurse Lawley, what are you doing here?" if you are professional with Erika
  o Lose Erika Trust -4
  o Lose your relative Trust -2
- "Hey Erika, nice to see you!" if you are familiar with Erika
  o Increase Erika Trust +2
  o Increase your relative Trust +1
- "Greetings Nurse, nice to see you!" if you are professional with Erika
  o Increase Erika Trust +1
  o Increase your relative Trust +1

"Yeah, I believe Dr. Simmons may be the one to win it this year. Who was last year's winner?"

- "I don't care about prizes."
  o Lose Erika Trust -2
  o Lose your relative Trust -3
- "Kazutoshi Mori and Peter Walter."
  o Nothing happens
- "Stephen J. Elledge and Evelyn M. Witkin."
  o Nothing happens
- "William Kaelin, Jr., Peter J. Ratcliffe and Gregg L. Semenza."
  o Increase Erika Trust +3
  o Increase your relative Trust +3
  o Increase your Knowledge +3

Conversation 10
"It's completely unprofessional, it's going to affect my own career too!"

- "I'm sorry. I'll try to think before speak in the future."
  o Increase your relative Trust +3
- "I won't change the way I am. Patients like it!"
  o Increase your relative Trust +2
- "Maybe you shouldn't have come to work for me then!"
  o Lose your relative Trust -3
- "I don't give a fuck about your career, you're here by Bob's request!"
  o Lose your relative Trust -5

Conversation 11
"Yes, I believe we should! Please help me to understand what happened to her!"

- "Ok, I will whenever I got time."
  o Starts quest “... looking for clues
  o Increase your relative Trust +10
- "No, I can't do that. Sorry."
  o Lose your relative Trust -10
Conversation 12
"Exactly."

- "*Fictional illness*":
  o Increase Knowledge +2
- "*Real illness*":
  o Lose Knowledge -10

Conversation 13
No choices here.

Conversation 14
"What 'dysfunctional' behaviors do you engage in that you feel helpless to stop even though you promise yourself you will?"

- "It's just a coping strategy. The girls surely had problems with their own past to be dealt with."
  o Increase your relative Trust +5
- "Maybe they're just that: ugly. Sometimes psychology is overrated."
  o Lose your relative Trust -6
- "No girl is ugly. Ever. I shall tell them"
  o Lose your relative Trust -3

Conversation 15
"We should start from the schools. Why don't you organize some teachings at the local high-school, for example?"

- "That's an excellent idea! I shall arrange that!"
  o Starts quest “Drug Warning”
  o Increase your relative Trust +3
- "I don't think so. It's up to politicians to arrange this kind of stuff."
  o Lose your relative Trust -3

Conversation 16
"There were other problems back there, and I just phoned [niece, eventually she'll join us next weekend]!"

- "That's nice! Can't wait for her to arrive!"
  o Increase your relative Trust +5
- "Jeez, I've gotta find something else to do asap!"
  o Lose your relative Trust -5

Conversation 17
"I don't want to have sex with other people!"

- "*Insinuate Bob's not loyal*":
  o She will remember that
  o Lose your relative Trust -3
- "*Reassure about Bob's loyalty*":
  o She will remember that
  o Increase your relative Trust +3
Conversation 18
This conversation only happens if Aaron is your romantic interest.
"You hear some conversation from the living room. You approach the room finding Aaron and your relative talking."

- "Aaron, what are you doing here?":
  - Lose Aaron Trust -2
  - Increase your relative Trust +2
- "Hey Aaron, nice to see you!":
  - Increase Aaron Trust +2
  - Lose your relative Trust -3

"Nice girl. Nice ass."
  - "Nice girl. Nice ass. Nice no.":
    - Lose Aaron Trust -3
  - "You can bet on it!" if the doctor is not homosexual/bisexual
    - Increase Aaron Trust +3
  - "Really? I prefer your ass." if the doctor is homosexual/bisexual
    - Lose Aaron Trust -3
  - "You should try your luck with her!":
    - Increase Aaron Trust +3

Conversation 19
"You can try it with a low budget at first and then increase as you see fit."

- "All right, I will try, why not?":
  - Starts quest “Increasing the Fame”
- "I don't want right now, but thanks.":
  - Nothing happens
Conversation 20

May I speak with you?"

- "I'm glad you're here: I was just thinking about you."
  - Increase your relative Trust +3
- "Of course: I always have time for you."
  - Increase your relative Trust +1
- "I'm busy: It's not really a good time."
  - Lose your relative Trust -1

"So, I think I finally made up a decision."

- "It'll be okay: I'm looking over you now. I promise."
  - Lose your relative Trust -5
- "What is it?: Go ahead. I'm listening."
  - Lose your relative Trust -3
- "You're a very determined woman, I'm sure you've been thinking about that for a while."
  - Increase your relative Trust +3

"These could be our last moments together. I'm thinking about returning home."

- "I thought you wanted to clear things up. You don't have to do this. Not unless you're sure."
  - Increase your relative Trust +1
- "I want you to be happy. I do. But are you sure you're ready?"
  - Increase your relative Trust +3
- "Now? You just came here, we were rebuilding our relationship and you want to do this now?"
  - Lose your relative Trust -5

"I want to save my marriage, Bob and I may not have another chance."

- "I accept that. Please tell me when you're leaving... ***Let her leave***"
  - Increase your relative Trust +10
- "Yes! I thought you'd never leave! ***Let her leave***"
  - Lose your relative Trust -10
- "Forget it! It's bullshit and mean of you to leave like that! ***Let her stay***"
  - Nothing happens
These conversations will be unlocked when you share the apartment with Elisa and choose “Stay Home → Relax” in the daily chooser. Conversations will play each time you choose the option. After she joins you at home you will unlock 20, others will be available as the story progresses.

Conversation 1
“**What about this is his child and not yours?**”
- “Don’t worry, everything will be all right”
  - **Increase her trust +2**
- “You will stay with me regardless”
  - **Lose her trust -3**
- “We’ll act like nothing happened of course!”
  - **Increase her trust +1**

Conversation 2
“A bit achy. I can’t wait for the first trimester to end!”
- “C’mon, it’s not so bad!”:
  - **Lose her Trust -2**
- “Do you want to relax a bit?“:
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +2**
  - “I’d like that so much! Will you join me?”
    - “I’ve got to go to work, sorry.”:
      - **Lose Elisa Trust -5**
      - “Yes, by all means! I’d love to stay with you!”:
        - **Increase Elisa Trust +5**

“Of course you would. But no, my child won’t be named after his father.”
- “Am I?”:
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +2**
- “So we won’t call him Officer Kirby?”:
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -4**

“What?”
- “That the child is mine”:
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +3**
- “That the child is his”:
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -10**

Conversation 3
“When you are old, what do you think children will ask you to tell stories about?”
- “My life”:
  - **Increase her Trust +2**
- “Our habits”:
  - **Lose her Trust -2**
- “How they were conceived”:
  - **Increase her Trust +2**
Conversation 4
"Yeah, but to think about what he did to me!"
- "You deserve better men":
  o  Increase her Trust +2
- "You should forgive him":
  o  Lose her Trust -3
- "You should think about the baby first":
  o  Nothing happens

Conversation 5
No choices here

Conversation 6
"Let's say a THOUSAND bucks mate! Your sins must be bad for you to seek the Lord's pardon!"
- "Fuck you, here's 1000$, now get lost!":
  o  Father Torque's quest is completed
  o  Lose 1000$
- "No way! Tell the Lord I said hi.":
  o  Nothing happens

Conversation 7
"So you really believe that?"
- "Yeah. Love does not exist." If you have a girlfriend:
  o  Nothing happens
- "Yeah. Sex is not so important in a couple.":
  o  Nothing happens
- "Yeah. I don't want to have a family of my own.":
  o  Lose her Trust -10
- "Yeah. I could live forever alone if I wanted.":
  o  Nothing happens

Conversation 8
Choices will only apply here if vanilla mode is OFF.

"Go on..."
- "I love the way your belly is growing...":
  o  Increase her trust +3
  ▪  Let her continue 3 times to Increase her trust +7
  ▪  Let her continue 4 times to unlock a sex scene
  ▪  Stop her the first time to Lose her trust -2
  ▪  Stop her the second time to Lose her trust -4
  ▪  Stop her the third time to Lose her trust -5
Conversation 9
"You hear some conversation from the living room. You approach the room finding Erika and Elisa talking." You start up losing -2 Trust from both of them.

"Yeah, I believe Dr. Simmons may be the one to win it this year. Who was last year's winner?"
- "I don't care about prizes."
  o Lose Erika Trust -2
  o Lose Elisa Trust -3
- "Kazutoshi Mori and Peter Walter."
  o Nothing happens
- "Stephen J. Elledge and Evelyn M. Witkin."
  o Nothing happens
- "William Kaelin, Jr., Peter J. Ratcliffe and Gregg L. Semenza."
  o Increase Erika Trust +3
  o Increase Elisa Trust +3
  o Increase your Knowledge +3

Conversation 10
"Answer it."

- "Manslaughter"
  o Increase Elisa Trust +2
- "Criminal sexual conduct" if vanilla mode is OFF
  o Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "Bribe and fraud"
  o Increase Elisa Trust +1
- "Negligence"
  o Lose Elisa Trust -3

Conversation 11
No Choices here

Conversation 12
"Exactly."

- "*Fictional illness*"
  o Increase Knowledge +2
- "*Real illness*"
  o Lose Knowledge -10

Conversation 13
No choices here.
Conversation 14
"What 'dysfunctional' behaviors do you engage in that you feel helpless to stop even though you promise yourself you will?"

- "It's just a coping strategy. The girls surely had problems with their own past to be dealt with."
  * Increase Elisa Trust +5
- "Maybe they're just that: ugly. Sometimes psychology is overrated."
  * Lose Elisa Trust -6
- "No girl is ugly. Ever. I shall tell them"
  * Lose Elisa Trust -3

Conversation 15
"We should start from the schools. Why don’t you organize some teachings at the local high-school, for example?"

- "That's an excellent idea! I shall arrange that!"
  * Starts quest “Drug Warning”
  * Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "I don't think so. It's up to politicians to arrange this kind of stuff."
  * Lose Elisa Trust -3

Conversation 16
"I can't wait for the baby to arrive!"

- "I can't wait for her to arrive myself!"
  * Increase Elisa Trust +5
- "There's no need to hurry, we've got time!"
  * Lose Elisa Trust -5

Conversation 17
No choices here
Conversation 18
"You can try it with a low budget at first and then increase as you see fit."

- "All right, I will try, why not?":
  - **Starts quest “Increasing the Fame”**
- "I don't want right now, but thanks.
  - **Nothing happens**

Conversation 19
May I speak with you?"

- "I'm glad you're here: I was just thinking about you.
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +3**
- "Of course: I always have time for you Elisa.
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +1**
- "I'm busy: It's not really a good time.
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -1**

"So, I think I finally made up a decision."

- "It'll be okay: I'm looking over you now. I promise.
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -5**
- "What is it?: Go ahead. I'm listening.
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -2**
- "You're a very determined woman, I'm sure you've been thinking about that for a while.
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +3**

"These could be our last moments together. I'm thinking about returning home."

- "I thought you wanted to clear things up. You don't have to do this. Not unless you're sure.
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +3**
- "I want you to be happy Elisa. I do. But what about the baby?
  - **Increase Elisa Trust +1**
- "Now? You're pregnant and you want to leave now?
  - **Lose Elisa Trust -5**

"I want to be happy, but I also need to think about the baby!"

- "Ok, fuck you and leave as soon as possible. I don't want anything to do with you! ***Let her leave***:
  - **Elisa Trust is set to 1 (the minimum)**
  - **She will remember that**
  - **Elisa will leave your house**
- "Forget it! It's bullshit and you know it! ***Let her stay***:
  - **Elisa Trust is set to 100**
  - **She will remember that**
Live Together: Living with Rita

Conversation 1
"If you say so..."
- "Don't worry, everything will be all right"
  o Increase her trust +2
- "He and you had no future together if you ask me"
  o Lose her trust -3 (-1 if you are divorced)
- "Let's not discuss about your ex anymore, ok? Let's try to sort out this 'living together' thing!"
  o Increase her trust +1

Conversation 2
"So, what are your plans for the evening?"
- "I just want to relax, I'm very tired!"
  o Lose her Trust -2
  o Unlocks sex scene if vanilla mode is OFF
- "How about a movie on the couch?"
  o Lose her Trust -3
  o Unlocks sex scene if vanilla mode is OFF
- "How about we get drunk and have sex?"
  o Increase her Trust +5
  o Unlocks sex scene if vanilla mode is OFF

Conversation 3
"Well, it is very warm here, and besides... Does it bother you?"
- "Let's suppose it does..."
  o Lose her Trust -2
- "Absolutely not!"
  o Increase her Trust +2
- "You’d look better naked I'm sure of that!" if vanilla mode is OFF
  o Increase her Trust +3
Conversation 4
No choices here

Conversation 5
No choices here

Conversation 6
"Let's say a THOUSAND bucks mate! Your sins must be bad for you to seek the Lord's pardon!"
- "Fuck you, here's 1000$, now get lost!":
  o Father Torque’s quest is completed
  o Lose 1000$
- "No way! Tell the Lord I said hi.":
  o Nothing happens

Conversation 7
"So you really believe that?"
- "Yeah. Love does not exist." If you have a girlfriend:
  o Lose her Trust -10
- "Yeah. Sex is not so important in a couple.":
  o Lose her Trust -5
  "Yeah. I could live forever alone if I wanted.":
  o Nothing happens

Conversation 8
"You hear some conversation from the living room. You approach the room finding Erika and Rita talking."
- "Erika, what are you doing here?"
  o Lose Erika Trust -2 (-4 if you are not familiar with her)
  o Lose Rita Trust -2 (-12 if you had sex with Erika in Chapter 10)
- "Hey Erika, nice to see you!"
  o Increase Erika Trust +2 (+1 if you are not familiar with her)
  o Increase Rita Trust +1

"Yeah, I believe Leo may be the one to win it next year. Who was this year's winner?"
- "I don't care about prizes."
  o Lose Rita Trust -2
  o Lose Erika Trust -3
- "Ben Affleck!"
  o Nothing happens
- "Tom Cruise!"
  o Nothing happens
- "Casey Affleck"
  o Increase Rita Trust +3
  o Increase Erika Trust +3
  o Increase Charm +3
Conversation 9
No choices here.

Conversation 10
"Exactly."

- "*Fictional illness*":
  - Increase Charm +5
- "*Real illness*":
  - Lose Charm -10

Conversation 11
No choices here.

Conversation 12
"What 'dysfunctional' behaviors do you engage in that you feel helpless to stop even though you promise yourself you will?"

- "It's just a coping strategy. The girls surely had problems with their own past to be dealt with."
  - Increase Elisa Trust +5
- "Maybe they're just that: ugly. Sometimes psychology is overrated."
  - Lose Elisa Trust -6
- "No girl is ugly. Ever. I shall tell them"
  - Lose Elisa Trust -3

Conversation 13
"We should start from the schools. Why don't you organize some teachings at the local high-school, for example?"

- "That's an excellent idea! I shall arrange that!"
  - Starts quest “Drug Warning”
    - Increase Elisa Trust +3
- "I don't think so. It's up to politicians to arrange this kind of stuff."
  - Lose Elisa Trust -3
Conversation 14
"I'm happy for a friend who just texted me she's pregnant!"

- "Wow, that's wonderful news!":
  o Increase Elisa Trust +5
- "Wow, that's the end of her social life!":
  o Lose Elisa Trust -5

"Why did you end in this path? You should've gone to work instead as your mind suggested when you heard 'pregnancy'."

- "I actually would like to have a baby, not now though.":
  o Increase Elisa Trust +5
  o She will remember that
- "I actually would like to have a baby, whenever you feel ready for it!":
  o Increase Elisa Trust +5
  o She will remember that
- "I don't want to have babies, Rita, I don't like them.":
  o Lose Rita Trust -5
  o She will remember that

Conversation 15
"Exactly!"

- "Age is important":
  o Lose Rita Trust -3
- "Age is unimportant":
  o Increase Rita Trust +3
Conversation 16
"You can try it with a low budget at first and then increase as you see fit."

- "All right, I will try, why not?":
  o Starts quest “Increasing the Fame”
- "I don't want right now, but thanks.":
  o Nothing happens
For you: the players

This was the latest update of General Practitioner as of April 2018. Developing a game like this one is a real challenge and it also takes a long time to develop properly.

In future updates you will see not only new medical exams, stories, features... but also an increase in image number and quality, new gameplay options, even translations if I get enough money.

As for the money part, I’m switching my job with this, even though for now fundings are not very high, but I want to pursue this dream of mine and try to become a full-time developer. For this I need your help, because game development also needs money to be invested in and, if you like my game, even a single dollar is a show of appreciation.

But I don’t ask money for nothing, so feel free to check my patreon page (www.patreon.com/generalpractitioner) to look for rewards. And, if you like my work, here’s a list of places on where to find updates, downloads and videos.

Bruni Multimedia website: www.brunimultimedia.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/BruniMultimedia
Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD07arwxkAfC_RRSMw_hLEw
itch.io: https://bruni-multimedia.itch.io
Patreon: www.patreon.com/generalpractitioner
Maker Support: https://www.makersupport.com/BruniMultimedia
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